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ABSTRACT
Creative computing is an approach to computing education which emphasises the creation of interactive audiovisual software and an art-school influenced pedagogy. Given this emphasis on Dewey’s “learning by doing”, we set out to investigate the processes students use to develop their programs. We refer to these processes as the students’ “coding behaviour”, and we expect that understanding it will provide us with valuable information about how students learn in our creative computing classes. As existing metrics were not sufficient, we introduce a new set of quantitative metrics to describe coding behaviours. The metrics consider factors such as students’ vocabulary use and development, how fast and how much they alter the functionality of code over time and how they iterate on their code through text insert and delete operations. Many of our lessons involve providing students with demonstrator code which they use as a base for the development of their programs, so we use demo code as an entry point to our dataset. We look at programs students have written through developing the demo code in a dataset of over 16,000 programs. We clustered the demo code using the set of descriptive metrics. This lead to a set of clusters containing programs which are associated with distinct coding behaviours. Four was the ideal number of clusters for cluster density and separation. We found that the clusters had distinct behaviour patterns, that they were associated with different instructors and that they contained demo programs with different lengths.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Usability testing; Heuristic evaluations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Creative computing is a branch of computing that emphasises the development of software that generates interactive, audio and graphical output. It embraces an arts-inflected pedagogical approach which encourages students to engage in Dewey’s “learning by doing”[7].

An important element of creative computing pedagogy is the idea that students experiment with code, driven by technical and aesthetic goals. The process of creating programs is therefore critical, and this inspired us to create a set of metrics that allow us to describe and examine that process.

When we are teaching creative computing we often use demonstrator code. Demonstrator, or demo code is code that illustrates a technical or aesthetic concept, for example, an audio demo program showing how to load and play a drum sound, or an audiovisual program showing how to visualise the audio signal detected by a microphone.

Many of our creative computing lessons involve showing students demo code, then instructing them to take that code and adapt it in different ways, but we currently have no way of determining the types of student learning behaviours occurring following these lessons. Does our demo code allow students to set off and explore? Are they able to develop it into new programs, different from the original? Investigating this is made harder if the teaching is done via Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) with a large, remote community of students and creators.

We investigate this problem by looking in detail at what students do with our demo code after we give it to them. We can do this because we have created a browser-based, creative coding platform which thousands of our students have used to develop code, and which contains a dataset of about 25,000 programs, from which we analyse 16,245 in this paper. We developed the platform to support our teaching needs. The platform allows us to rapidly share code...
with students who can then make copies or forks of the code. Later we can reconstruct coding sessions to analyse them.

Creative computing has its own set of teaching approaches and learning outcomes distinct from other forms of computer science education so finding metrics that can identify different student coding behaviours in this context provides its own set of challenges. If we can overcome these challenges and develop a set of descriptive metrics, we can use them to improve our teaching. For example, we can analyse how students work with our lesson materials to see if they are able to explore and expand them in the way we expect, or we might develop automatic marking systems that can identify students who carry out an effective creative computing process.

With this in mind, to analyse the patterns of use on the coding platform, we have developed a set of metrics based on automatic analysis of how demonstrator code is iteratively forked and edited by students. We have selected the metrics to describe some of the kind of learning activity often displayed in creative computing contexts. The metrics measure aspects of coding behaviour such as the speed and amount at which the program functionally changes, how the coder uses existing and new vocabulary and how they experiment via insert and delete operations.

In the analysis presented here, we take demo code as an entry point to the dataset. We can then associate the coding behaviours we identify with particular examples of demo code. The demo code from which students developed their programs is only one aspect of the context in which the coding took place though. Other contextual elements include the instructor giving the lesson, the style of teaching and the learning objectives.

We find that our metrics can be used to identify different clusters of coding behaviours, each associated with different characteristics relating to how the demonstrator code is taken and edited by students. Interestingly, these coding behaviours seem to be associated with specific instructors, some of whom authored the code with distinct pedagogical intentions for a particular context.

In the following text, we present our approach to identifying student coding behaviours from a large dataset of creative computing programs derived by students from demonstrator code.

## 2 RELATED WORK

### 2.1 Teaching with Demonstrator Code in Computer Science Education

Demonstrator and example code provides a resource for learning about new programming concepts and libraries [19] and is often the starting point when developers start new projects [4]. Brandt et al. describe the approach of opportunistic programming, where already existing code snippets are scavenged and reused by developers, often via copy-and-paste actions [5]. Demonstrator code may be authored and presented with a variety of different intentions for how students will develop it to engage with the learning outcomes of a particular class. One strategy that is often encouraged in creative computing is a STEAM approach, where students take an active, exploratory approach to lessons [23]. This is also seen more widely in the general teaching of programming where, following on from Dewey’s ‘learning by doing’ [7], much research has been conducted into the benefits of this approach to learning involving trial and error, hacking and building things without necessarily knowing exactly how they work [1, 8, 15, 17, 20].

For example, in a task developing virtual soccer playing robots, Berland et al. find that students often undertook an "explore, tinker, refine" approach, successfully using trial and error in an environment designed to allow quick evaluation and low risk failure to arrive at solutions [2]. Yee-King et al. have also found that encouraging an exploratory approach when teaching creative computing has positive effects on student experience and that students partaking in such tasks edit their programs in particular, identifiable ways [23]. Further, in a study of Scratch projects, Dasgupta et al. demonstrate that the more users remix projects, that is, take an existing project as a base for building a new project, the larger their programming vocabulary [6], and that when computational concepts are presented in the context of remixing, users are more likely to use them in future.

### 2.2 Automated Analysis of Student Code

Code analysis is a broad research area with many different applications, for instance, protecting intellectual property, predicting code errors, debugging function calls, identifying undocumented code and identifying semantic similarities between two pieces of code. In this work we are interested in automated analysis of students’ code. Two prevalent themes of research in the area are clustering similar submissions together and modelling a student’s code trajectory over time. Whilst neither of these aligns directly with our specific aim, both provide useful metrics by which we might characterise a demo, or by which we might track its evolution over time.

MOOCs have motivated some recent work analysing student code. Due to the volume of submissions and the low cost of the courses, it can be beneficial to cluster similar coding assignments together and to provide group feedback. Yin et al. [24], for instance, use a measure of Tree Edit Distance (TED), calculated from Abstract
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In this section we will describe the dataset and the coding behaviour metrics we have extracted from it. We will then explain how we went about clustering and examining the coding behaviours.

3.1 The Dataset

We gathered the dataset analysed in this study from our browser-based coding platform, the interface of which is shown in Fig 1. We had initially developed the platform to meet our teaching requirements for a creative computing BSc curriculum as existing platforms such as codepen.io\(^1\) and JSFiddle\(^2\) could not meet these requirements at the time. The key features of the platform include JavaScript-based development, with built-in support for audiovisual signal processing libraries, document sharing, code forking, collaborative code editing and live-coding.

The platform is underpinned by an operational transform engine\(^9\). As a consequence, every edit (transformation) of the program by the user is recorded, in order. Collecting data this way allows us to reconstruct the programming process step by step.

Several different cohorts of students have used the platform, including MOOC learners, on-campus university students and those attending in-person short course workshops with all the courses broadly based around themes of audiovisual processing and creative computing. We also used the platform as a way to share new libraries developed in research projects with communities of public users. In total, the platform contains around 25,000 programs.

3.1.1 Selecting programs for analysis. In our lessons, we often share demonstrator code with students, and they make copies of this code which they continue to develop. We call the copies forks, and we call the tree of forked programs following on from a particular demo code item the fork tree (see Figure 2).

In the analysis presented here, we selected every program on the platform with at least five descendants made by other users in its fork tree. This process yielded 304 root programs, which we refer to as demo programs. Then we compute the metrics described below over the 304 demo programs’ fork trees, which involved analysing a further 16,245 programs.

The rationale was that we considered these items to be clear starting points for code development by others, and thus a key element of the context in which that coding took place. Thus we can examine if that context, i.e. the demo code itself has characteristics which enable (or inhibit) certain coding behaviours.

While forking was encouraged by instructors and is a crucial part of the platform, we accept that our fork tree analysis method does not necessarily capture certain learning approaches. For example, students might copy-paste code from other documents into a fresh, unforked program as a method of exploring the lesson content, as opposed to forking. Our method does represent copy-paste operations within forked code though. We acknowledge that the method of analysing coding behaviours does not explicitly take account of other aspects of the lesson context besides the demo code, for example, which instructor taught the lesson, the learning objectives, if it was online or face to face teaching, and so on. However, in our analysis, we do show how we can map back from coding behaviours to other contextual elements by correlating instructors with clusters. The mapping from clusters to instructors is described more in the Section 4.

\(^{1}\)https://codepen.io

\(^{2}\)https://jsfiddle.net

Figure 2: Relationship between items in the fork tree where circles represent programs on the platform. 1) a is the root of all nodes 2) b forks a, d forks b. 3) b,c,d,e and f are descendants of a. 4) d,b and a are ancestors of f. 5) b, not a or d is the most important ancestor of f as it is the oldest and has the most forks.
3.2 Coding behaviour metrics

We shall now describe the metrics we extracted from the code editing sequences in our dataset.

3.2.1 Forks by other users. This metric is the average number of descendents per user created by users other than the original program creator. It tells us how much other people re-use a program. The averaging per user allows comparison between programs shared with different sized cohorts. Higher forks per user indicate potentially greater re-use.

3.2.2 Code editing rate. We calculate the rate of code editing in each document as operations per hour, ignoring periods of inactivity longer than five minutes. An operation is an insertion or deletion in the code, including copy/cut and paste operations within the document. We then traverse the fork tree and compute the average rate over all the documents, only considering documents created by other people. Higher scores indicate higher code editing rates.

3.2.3 Code editing amount. We calculate the total number of edit operations per document in the fork tree, then take the average per document, only considering documents created by others. Higher scores indicate higher numbers of edits.

3.2.4 Insert to delete ratio. We calculate the ratio between insert operations (adding code to a document) and delete operations (removing code from a document), then take the average over documents in the fork tree. We use a 1:1 ratio as a proxy for exploratory coding, or ‘tinkering’ as described by Papert[15].

3.2.5 Syntax tree change rate. This metric makes use of an AST representation of the program. AST diffing allows a more meaningful comparison of two programs at a functional level than regular text diffing does. AST diffing can detect moved and renamed elements as well as the more obvious inserted and deleted elements.

For each document, we reconstruct a chronological sequence of executable snapshots of the program code. We compare each snapshot to its previous snapshot in the AST domain and use the Gumtree diffing algorithm to compute a difference score [10]. From this, we can calculate the diff rate, ignoring periods of inactivity longer than five minutes. We compute the mean diff rate per hour over the fork tree.

We adjust the AST diff rate by dividing the code editing rate by it to prevent large copy-paste operations which induce very rapid AST change from out-ranking smaller, handmade code edits. This biases the metric to rate small, exploratory or iterative edits over copy-paste edits.

3.2.6 Syntax tree change amount. Syntax tree change amount is the total amount of AST change observed in the lifetime of a document, from when the user forked it, to its last edit. We average this over documents in the fork tree.

3.2.7 Vocabulary re-use. We define the vocabulary used in a program as the set of unique function calls. Vocabulary re-use is when the function call appears more times in the descendant than in the ancestor - the user used that function again. We compare descendents to their most important ancestor instead of the root. The most important ancestor is the ancestor with the most forks, then the oldest in case there are more than one with the same number of forks, as illustrated in figure 2. We use this instead of the root ancestor because often in our teaching we will fork all of our examples from a starter program, then share the forks with students, and we are most interested in comparing student code with the actual examples given out in class, not just the root of all examples. We average this metric over all documents in the fork tree to avoid rewarding documents shared with large classes over documents shared with small classes.

3.2.8 New vocabulary. New vocabulary is the set of function calls that appear in the descendant but not in the ancestor, where the user added new function calls to the program. We average over the documents in the fork tree.

3.2.9 Fine-tuning. Having first defined the metrics, we then began iterating back to fine-tune them as we observed quirks in the data. For example, we noticed a document with high AST change rate also had very few edit operations, and concluded it involved lots of copy-paste instead of fine-grained editing. To correct this we implemented a normalised AST diff rate. This is not to say that large copy-paste operations are not necessarily a useful indicator of coding behaviours, merely that this metric was intended to capture fine-grained editing as opposed to large copy-paste operations.

3.3 Clustering demo code

To identify specific coding behaviours, we used the above metrics to cluster the 304 demonstrator programs (programs with 5 or more descendents) by extracting the metrics from the 16,245 descendents of that demo code and calculating the mean metrics per demo program.

After reducing the dimensionality of the features from 8D to 2D using a Principle Component Analysis (PCA), we used the K-means++ algorithm from the scikit-learn library [16] to cluster the programs with k = 4.

This value of k was chosen because of its low Davies-Baudin score, representing a better separation between the clusters [14], after which it starts to rise again (see Fig 3). We then take the clusters and look at the mean values for each metric, the percentage of programs written by particular known, prolific instructors and the overall length to try and characterise the types of programs present in each and their associated coding behaviours.
4 RESULTS

4.1 Clustering and code behaviours

Fig 4 shows the results of using the K-Means++ algorithm to cluster the coding metrics extracted from the descendants of 304 demonstrator programs using $k=4$. The clustering achieved a silhouette score of 0.39, demonstrating a successful clustering with a moderate density of clusters (scores closer to 1 represent high-density clusters).

Fig 5 shows the mean value for each cluster and metric. We normalised the metrics for easier comparison. While some metrics do not display much variance between the clusters, there are some apparent differences for others.

Following the approach used in [13], to characterise each cluster, we correlated the clusters (dummy coded) with the metrics using a point biserial correlation. Table 1 shows the results for significant positive and negative correlations. From this we can summarise the clusters in the following way: Cluster 1 has high overall change, with a favouring of picking up new vocab instead of reusing functions from the demonstrator program. Cluster 2 shows low overall change, both functionally and with the inclusion of new and seen vocab, however, these small changes were done quickly. Cluster 3 shows a high overall change, reusing the functions seen in the demonstrator code. Finally, Cluster 4 also sees high reuse though it combines this with small changes to the code in general. Clusters 1 and 3 showed high forking by other users, unlike Clusters 2 and 4.

4.2 Program authors and program length

We identified the three most prolific authors creating demonstrator code, all having either generated projects for multiple taught courses, or large numbers of examples for a specific research project. Instructor A conducted a large creative computing MOOC, as well as a similarly themed summer school focusing on the teaching of creative computing using a STEAM pedagogy. Instructor B used...
the platform to teach a different MOOC, as well as using it for in-
lesson teaching at a university. Instructor C made several examples
for teaching and encouraging use of a particular JavaScript library
aimed at end-user machine learning, often in a creative context.
The final set contains all other contributors; these may be students
or other creators using the platform.

Performing a Pearson’s chi-squared test, we found that clusters
are significantly different from each other in respect to the four
author categories (Instructor A, Instructor B, Instructor C, Other)
(chi-square = 242.856, p<0.05). Cluster 1 has a higher proportion of
programs authored by Instructor A; Cluster 3 is over-represented
by Instructor C, and Cluster 4 has a larger than normal amount of
documents from non-instructors (students or other contributors).

We conducted a Kruskal-Wallis test to examine the variation in
program length between clusters, in terms of the number of lines
of code. We found significant differences (Chi-square = 78.42, p <
0.05, df = 5) among the groups, indicating that the length of the
program might be associated with the types of coding behaviours seen
in students. Fig 6 shows that Clusters 1 and 2 tend to have shorter
programs, whereas Cluster 3 contains some much larger ones.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Coding Behaviours
Some pedagogical approaches used in creative computing encour-
age active learning through exploration and as such, characterising
the process through which students develop their code is a promis-
ing investigative approach. Following the cluster analysis, our re-
results demonstrate that students show several distinctly different
types of coding behaviour.

We see from analysis of Cluster 1 that the demo programs were
short and often authored by Instructor A. Students made large
changes to the code, both in terms of edit operations and changes
to the structure of the code, including introducing new vocabulary.
Cluster 3 shows a similar pattern, except students tended to reuse
vocabulary, as opposed to expanding it. This small cluster also con-
tains all the programs from a specific instructor, and the programs
are long and developed examples for a specific software library and
research project.

Clusters 1 and 3 also showed high forking by others, meaning
that people on average tended to go back and re-fork the code
multiple times. But the higher incidence of new vocabulary in
Cluster 1 indicates development towards a different application
than the original whereas forks from Cluster 3 tend to re-use
the same vocabulary, suggesting a more limited set of applications,
closer to the originals. This appears to be inline with expectations,
given the intention of some of the programs in the latter set.

Cluster 4 contains a disproportionate amount of programs by
non-instructors where users comparatively edit the documents
less. It seems possible that authors of non-instructor code have not
designed it and have not used it for teaching purposes, so it is not
surprising that its ongoing usage patterns are different to those
for code that was designed for teaching. It would be interesting to
investigate further why this code appears to be so popular.

Cluster 2, the largest cluster, has the most similar proportions of
authors to those in the dataset as a whole, i.e. most authors seen
in the other clusters are represented. Cluster 2 is characterised by
limited amounts of code editing. The code was certainly used by
students, as it was forked multiple times, but they did not edit it
very much.

A correct interpretation of the limited editing that we observed
in Cluster 2 depends on information about the context in which
the code editing took place. Sometimes, instructors set simple tasks
which only require a small amount of editing. For example, the
instructor might show a technique to the students, ask them to
experiment with the parameters in a demo program quickly, then
move onto another technique. Further examination of the example
programs is needed to establish the context. It is interesting that
this cluster contains demo code from all the instructors, indicating
that the limited code editing behaviour is likely neither lesson con-
text nor instructor specific. Perhaps these demonstrator programs
were just too uninspiring! Further work is required to explain this
interesting variation.

6 CONCLUSION
Over the last five years, the authors have developed and delivered
many arts and music-based computer science courses both online
and in-person. We have developed and used a browser-based pro-
gramming platform to support the delivery of our teaching, and
it enables us to analyse how students develop code in our lessons.
Many of our students begin by forking an existing program on the
platform, and these demo programs are either explicitly designed
course materials made by an instructor or created by other students
using the platform.

Having some insight into how creative computing students en-
gage with our demonstrator code is useful to creative computing
tutors as it allows us to check if students are expressing the coding
behaviours expected by the lesson. We can also uncover potentially
unknown coding behaviours within a student population that can
help inform tutors when giving feedback or designing new sessions.
Knowing how students work on their code can aid the designing of
new material and the refinement of pedagogical approaches. Being
able to examine coding behaviours across large cohorts of students
is especially useful as more of our courses involve online and dis-
tance learning, and we need effective, scalable ways to evaluate
teaching which involves creative, open-ended tasks [23].

As such, we have presented a battery of metrics aimed at high-
lighting coding behaviours associated with learning creative com-
puting concepts. We have analysed how the coding behaviours we
have observed are indicative of different ways students approach
learning to program and how we can connect these coding behav-
iors back to the context in which they occurred. We think the
observations we have presented, and the approach for clustering
coding behaviours represent valuable contributions to the learn-
ing analytics community and computer science educators more
generally.
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